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. If you are using some software that doesn't support long path file names like Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Adobe
Photoshop or Quark XPress, use this Long Path Fixer. Its easy to use. Press its shortcut keys and all your long path file problems
will be fixed in one click. Just put your mouse over the file name and press a button. It will work! No more annoying errors
from file name errors, long path files will no longer cause problems.. Designed to fix the most common long path file problems
in Windows, with a detailed help file. Go online for extensive help and advice on long path files with tips and tricks from
helpful users. What is a long path file? It's a file path that exceeds the maximum length of a supported path. This is a common
problem on Windows operating systems that have old 32-bit file systems. Long path files are not displayed correctly by
programs that do not support them. You may get an error or it may just display the wrong file name.. This program is designed
to fix the most common long path file problems in Windows operating systems. It can also automatically fix problems in those
versions of Windows where the limit for a file name has been raised. Long Path Fixer is written in Visual Basic and uses a
Visual Basic script to detect long path files. Long Path Fixer is an open source project from SourceForge.net. If you need more
help, see our Support Page. Specify the path to a file. Long Path Fixer can help you to detect and remove long path files. It can
also fix problems in those versions of Windows where the limit for a file name has been raised. Select the directory and files
that you want to fix. Double-click the file name to select it. You can also drag a file to the File List to select it. Click Fix to
automatically fix the problem. If you have a question or comment, please read our support page. Some background on the cause
of long path files. The limitations of a 32-bit Windows file system is that it is limited to a path of 260 characters. It can only
take a maximum of 260 characters. The limitation is placed on a very early point in the Windows file path system.. A long path
file is a problem that is encountered when a Windows file is unable to process a path file name that is longer than 260
characters. The longest Windows file path is 260 characters and so there will be files that 82157476af
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